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The ingredients of nihilism:        Israel’s unsolicited testimony:   
 
Generosity  at odds with       Mix:  

the economics of       the existence of,   an agent outside the system of defeat 
Enlightenment thinking      a belief in,  the agent who overrides circumstance 

             
A tendency to  transcendental        add,   an appeal to an old experience 

closure        combine with,  the dialectical quality of testimony 
           
Remember: self-sufficiency is only      knead into,  the drama of brokenness 

a whisker away           
 

  from, 
despair –          The dead look to new life. 
 
 

                                                      
1 Found ingredients from Brueggemann, Walter. Theology of the Old Testament Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997. Arranged by Ryan Ikeda. 
2 Walter Brueggemann is a postmodern American theologian whose Theology of the Old Testament examines Israel’s Yahwistic version of reality through the 
metaphor of a courtroom, where G-d sits on trial, and each biblical voice testifies to his or her experience with G-d.  In Brueggeman’s words: The proper setting 
of testimony is a court of law, in which various and diverse witnesses are called to “tell what happened,” to give their version of hat is true. In any trial situation the evidence 
given by witnesses is a mixed matter of memory, reconstruction, imagination, and wish. The court must then determine, with no other data except testimony, which version 
is reality. It is on the basis of testimony that the court reaches what is real.  The court, however, has no access to the “actual event” besides the testimony. And: Simply 
stated, the utterance is everything (120-121). Before he begins his 773-page analysis of Yahwistic reality, he dedicates 120 or so pages to a critique of previous 
exegetical methods and ideological constraints applied to Old Testament theology, and identifies “four insistent questions” through which any “fresh course” in 
this discipline must consider, they are: historical criticism, church theology, the Jewishness of the Old Testament, and Public Possibilities.  Of course, 
Brueggeman’s scholarship is much more detailed and complex than my brief summary suggests.   


